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SNOWMAKING SYSTEM 

FOR SKI RESORTS 



4 Functions

Seventeen years of R&D and field experience enable WeSnow to present its snow-making solution 

4 in 1 for ski resorts.
True to its commitments WeSnow offers today a technology that integrates 4 functions for snow production:

"ICS" 
snow at positive
temperature

"SPS" 
"Soft Powder Snow"
at negative temperature

"HRS" 
recovery of the heat
energy from the machines

"CWA" 
Cooling of water & air for
high pressure system

1 2 3 4



1. "ICS" snow at positive temperature
Since 2004, the WeSnow team has been perfecting the "ICS" Ice Crushed System technology.

"ICS" snow is obtained by freezing pure water, without any chemical additives, inside WeSnow machines.

The snow produced is very cold and very dry offering a very low TEL (Liquid Water Level). It can be used in its production without draining needs.

This snow production system offers a guarantee regardless of the weather conditions.

It is ideal for producing stocks intended for snow-making strategic areas such as "front de neige", beginner areas, children’s play areas, returns to the

resorts, links... 

 



The WeSnow snow gun “ULTIMATE 4” is a response to the snow deficit caused by climate change. This is the future solution for snow-making in

ski resorts. This option incorporates high-pressure pumps and air compressors that feed mono- or bi-fluid systems that allow the production of

culture snow when temperatures become negative. For better conservation, this snow comes to accumulate on the snow heaps "ICS" made in

positive temperature. This snow crop intended for strategic areas is produced in pre-season without starting snow plants. 

This integration of traditional snow production allows a simplification of the networks.

Our Canadian partner HKD provides us with terminals: poles and fans of high reliability.

ULTIMATE 4 incorporates the  "SPS" option : Snow Powder  System. 

2. "SPS" snow at negative temperature



WeSnow snow guns offer the heat recovery option that is used for heating

buildings at the bottom of the resorts.

WeSnow snow guns equipped with this option return energy in the form of a

35°C hot water loop.

This device works on the principle of the heat pump (PAC).

The WeSnow technology has a performance coefficient of 2, so it gives back

twice as much energy spent on heating as it uses for snow production.

It is free and virtuous energy.

This free energy is ideal for heating a spa centre.

The ski resorts that have opted for the WeSnow "ULTIMATE 4" technology

guarantee the snowing of their "fronts de neige" and heat with the energy

returned, some buildings located at the bottom of the slopes.

3. "HRS" energy recovery
converted into heating



"CWA" option : Cooling Water/Air.

When the snow gun produces in configuration “SPS” (snow culture in negative temperature), the cooling capacity of “ULTIMATE 4” is then used by

the “CWA” option to cool the water to +2°C. This cooled water is distributed to the poles or fans in order to obtain an optimum yield at marginal

temperature.

4. "CWA" cooling of water & air for high
pressure system



Smart-Vision

"ULTIMATE 4" incorporates the "Smart-Vision". This is the

management interface developed by WeSnow.

The WeSnow "Smart-Vision" allows easy and intuitive local and

remote access over the Internet.

It allows you to easily select the production method, adjust the

temperature of water and air, program production ranges...

"Smart-Vision" helps establish a remote diagnosis and facilitates

general maintenance.

Connected by a web server, "Smart-Vision" allows remote control

of snow production setups.

This interface calculates water and energy consumption.

It is an indispensable tool for optimising snowmaking.



Snowmaking system 4 fonctions
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